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Russian ‘Hacking’ and tilting the American elections in favor of Donald Trump’s is one of the
most  flagrant  lies  the  White  House  has  thrown  around  the  world.  Yet,  Mr.  Obama  is
desperate to make the American people and the world believe it did actually happen. As
Goebbels, Hitler’s Propaganda Minister, said some 70 years ago, and many before and after
him, “If you repeat a lie often enough, it becomes the truth”.

In  a  last-ditch  effort,  Mr.  Obama  ordered  the  nation’s  top  intelligence  (sic)  agencies  to
fabricate a 25-page report,  ‘proving’ that Vladimir Putin himself  directed a cyberattack
‘aiming at denying Hillary Clinton the Presidency’. Thus, stated by the New York Times,
Washington’s key lie spreading mouthpiece – the ultimate untruth is hammered down.

It actually contradicts these agencies – CIA, NSA, FBI et al – earlier declarations, saying there
was no evidence of Russian hacking. Now they have to come forward with a testimony to
the contrary, that Russia, under Mr. Putin’s command hacked the US to steal Hillary the
election.

What a primitive sham, if there was ever one! An attempt at outright brainwashing US
citizens and peoples around the world. There were much more sophisticated means at play
than cyber-attacks, namely mind manipulation by a small British data analysis firm hired by
Trump’s  campaign  team –  not  to  hack  –  but  to  analyze  specific  target  groups’  mind  sets,
specifically  in  swing  states,  to  influence  their  votes  by  highly  sophisticated  and  targeted
propaganda,  either  in  favor  of  Trump  or  against  Hillary

With  so  much power  and authority,  like  those  attributed to  top  intelligence agencies,
proclaiming that  President  Putin  directed cyberattacks against  ‘fair  and democratic  US
election’  –  who  would  not  believe  it?  –  That’s  heavy  stuff.  You  would  think  that  such
agencies must have serious sources and made serious analyses to come unanimously to the
same results: Russia is guilty. It makes you forget or at best confused in the light of their
conclusion to the contrary before.

So, all the doubters around the globe – reset your thinking, the CIA says so – and they are
most likely helped by their pal in crime, Mossad, but that nobody is supposed to know. Of
course,  it’s  all  baloney,  as  were previous  assertions  to  this  effect.  But  as  it  is  repeated at
nauseatum by Obama himself (what an authority!), by the MSM liar-in-chief, the NYT, and
now confirmed by the most trustworthy intelligence agencies in the world, this monstrous lie
is supposed to become the truth.

Let’s just pause for a moment. Who is talking? Consider this: In how many elections around
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the  globe  did  the  US  manipulate?  –  Including  in  Russia  (unsuccessfully)  in  the  2012
Presidential elections. They are countless, from Europe, to Africa, to Asia, to Latin America.
Consider all the US meddling in foreign ballots, and much worse – in ‘regime change’, and
with ultimately killing the ‘inconvenient’ candidate. Democracy, what was left of it, has been
gradually eviscerated throughout the world by Washington and its handlers.

No, Mr. Putin did not interfere in the US elections, not now, not ever. At best, he would have
only  smiled  how  the  candidates  jumped  at  each  other’s  throats  like  fighting  cocks,  to
demolish  one  another.

What is the purpose behind this new slander? It is most likely three-fold. First, it attempts to
destabilize the Trump camp. The President-elect should enter his Presidency – if  he is
allowed to – on 20 January, under a cloud of treason. He has always said, he would like to
work  peacefully  with  Russia  as  a  partner  not  an enemy –  which,  under  the  ‘hacking’
circumstances is being looked at as treason, an act that could call for impeachment as of
day one of his Presidency; and second, to once again demonize and denigrate Mr. Putin and
Russia,  thereby  further  increasing  justification  for  continuing  Cold  War  II  and  for
unrelentingly encircling of Russia. Eventually, the world may be duped to the point that they
welcome Washington starting WWIII. At least that’s the plan. The third world war within 100
years that would devastate, first Europe, as did the previous two, then the entire world. And
third, this lie is casting a smokescreen over Hillary’s war crimes, e-mails – and the Clinton
Foundation fraud.

Remember, Washington needs constant enemies to ratify constantly new wars and conflicts,
a never-ending spiral, in order for its ailing, fatally sick economy to survive. Without war, the
US dollar hegemony would collapse. Eventually it will.  It’s just a question of how much
longer the world buys the American lies and deceptions, and goes along with all the wars
and mass- killings. An estimated 12 to 15 million people have been murdered since 9/11,
either directly through US /  NATO wars,  or  indirectly through US proxy,  mercenary-led
conflicts and interventions.

The Plan for a New American Century (PNAC), the design of which has started shortly after
WWII by Washington’s Zionist-led think tanks (sic), the very same that make US foreign
policy, is well alive and advancing. Initially called “Pax Americana” – an allegory to “Pax
Romana”, portraying the 300 bloodiest years of the Roman Empire, in the early nineties, the
plan was renamed to the less revealing PNAC. The objectives remain the same – Full
Spectrum Dominance – no holds barred, killing and devastating without scruples whatever
dares to stand in the way. That’s what’s happening today.

Russia and China, the two last serious vestiges for the Zionist-Anglo empire to succeed,
stand in the way. So, they must be crushed. If this happens with Washington’s duped allies
and vassals consent, all the better. Hence, the ever more flagrant lies and demonization of
Washington-made enemies. This is typical for a collapsing hegemon.

Then, there is another phenomenon complicating matters. As already pointed out before by
Michel Chossudovsky, The Saker, and others, the Deep State, those who pull the strings on
leaders around the globe, is divided. These elusive elitists don’t pull on the same string.
There are those leaning towards the lucrative war industry in support of Hillary-type neocon
ideologues, the ones who want to dominate by sheer force, where massive slaughter is but
a by-product; and then, there are those favoring the subtler dominance by Zionist-US-led
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banking, using the fraudulent dollar-based monetary system to subdue countries and entire
continents by debt. The latter seems to be more Mr. Trump’s business style, using the world
for wheeling and dealing in order to make America Great again, and foremost, to keep
Donald Trump’s own riches flourishing. His various Wall Street appointments for key cabinet
and advisory positions seem to lean in that direction.

The war monger strategists have hired the old hand in war crimes, Henry Kissinger, to
advise  Trump  on  dividing  to  conquer.  One  of  the  first  rather  primitive  deeds  would  be
breaking the Russia-China coalition to weaken the powerful eastern alliance, SCO (Shanghai
Cooperation Organization), as well as the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa),
making them and their satellite nations more vulnerable to military aggressions – and also
to prevent them from veering off the dollar course. No doubt, neither Mr. Putin, or Mr. Xi will
fall for this ploy.

Did Mr. Trump buy the soaped-up lie on Russian ‘hacking’ by the ‘intelligence agencies’? –
Though he apparently did say, he would reconsider, it is highly doubtful that he would
swallow this toxic bait. Even if he wants to run the United States like a business, rather than
a peoples’ democracy, he needs Russia and China, as partners, not as enemies. The vessel
of economic and military power is turning, gradually but steadily and without fail, from the
West to the East. The New Future over the next perhaps several hundred years is in the
East. Just think of the monumental New Silk Road, also called the OBOR – One Belt, One
Road, initiated by China’s President Xi Jinping. It has already been launched and includes
massive transportation, infrastructure, industrial and high-tech research and development
investments, creating millions of jobs – and will very likely prosper under a new dollar-
delinked monetary system, based on true socioeconomic output of the region. Alliances may
form and become partners, if they so choose. – Mr. Trump knows it.
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